One of the main motivations behind social network analysis is the quest for understanding opinion formation and diffusion. Previous models have limitations, as they typically assume opinion interaction mechanisms based on thresholds which are either fixed or evolve according to a random process that is external to the social agent. Indeed, our empirical analysis on large real-world datasets such as Twitter, Meme Tracker, and Yelp, uncovers previously unaccounted for dynamic phenomena at population-level, namely the existence of distinct opinion formation phases and social balancing. We also reveal that a phase transition from an erratic behavior to social balancing can be triggered by network topology and by the ratio of opinion sources. Consequently, in order to build a model that properly accounts for these phenomena, we propose a new (individual-level) opinion interaction model based on tolerance. As opposed to the existing opinion interaction models, the new tolerance model assumes that individual's inner willingness to accept new opinions evolves over time according to basic human traits. Finally, by employing discrete event simulation on diverse social network topologies, we validate our opinion interaction model and show that, although the network size and opinion source ratio are important, the phase transition to social balancing is mainly fostered by the democratic structure of the small-world topology. One of the main motivations behind social network analysis is the quest for understanding opinion formation and diffusion. The available models have limitations, as they typically assume opinion interaction mechanisms based on thresholds which are either fixed or evolve according to a random process that is external to the social agent. Indeed, our empirical analysis on large real-world datasets such as Yelp, Twitter, and Meme Tracker, uncovers dynamic phenomena at population-level, namely the existence of distinct opinion formation phases and social balancing. We also reveal that a phase transition from an erratic behavior to social balancing can be triggered by network topology and by the ratio of opinion sources. Consequently, in order to build a model that is aware of these phenomena, we propose a new (individual-level) opinion interaction model based on tolerance. As opposed to the existing opinion interaction models, the new tolerance model assumes that individual's inner willingness to accept new opinions evolves over time according to basic human traits. Finally, by employing discrete event simulation on diverse social network topologies, we validate our opinion interaction model and show that, although the network size and opinion source ratio are important, the phase transition to social balancing is mainly fostered by the democratic structure of the small-world topology. 
INTRODUCTION

14
Social networks analysis is crucial to better understand our society, as it can help us observe and evaluate Taken together, these new contributions show that opinion dynamics in social networks exhibit specific 55 patterns that depend on network size and ratio of stubborn agents (which we consider to be opinion 56 sources), as well as underlying network topology. Consequently, our findings can be used to improve 57 our understanding of opinion formation and diffusion in social networks, and predictability of social 58 dynamics.
59
METHODS
60
Our empirical analysis is based on three full datasets from the SNAP online collection 2 and Yelp 3 , which 61 contain opinion fluctuation data with time information.
62
The Yelp dataset: contains graded (1-5 stars) user reviews of American businesses, each with a 63 timestamp. One can obtain insights on the popularity of a business at a given time. The usable information 64 is the number of reviews at a given moment in time (interpreted as network size of individuals with an 65 opinion), the average grade in time (the average opinion over time), and the number of votes to each 66 review (ratio of agents with strong or "stubborn" opinions, because when an agent votes, his opinion is 67 already made up). The dataset contains 366,715 users, 61,814 businesses and 1,569,264 reviews. Out of 68 this data, we processed and filtered businesses with at least 100 reviews (i.e. we need a significant number 69 of reviews for a relevant dynamical analysis). As such, we obtained 2331 businesses for further analysis. 76 We test and validate our new opinion interaction model based on tolerance with the Java-based opinion 77 dynamics simulator SocialSim (Topirceanu and Udrescu, 2014) .
Discrete simulation methodology
78
1 SocialSim is available at cs.upt.ro/ alext/socialsim 2 Datasets available online at: https://snap.stanford.edu/data/volumeseries.html 3 Dataset available online at: https://www.yelp.com/dataset challenge/dataset Like any discrete event simulation, we define the salient properties of the experimental setup which 79 was used to obtain the simulation results. Events are synchronized by the simulation clock; we call the 80 period of this clock a simulation day. One day is a simulation period in which agents can interact with 81 their neighbors. However, an agent does not interact daily; in fact, each agent picks a random number of 82 days to be inactive after each active day. In our simulation, we use a random timeout interval between 1 83 day and 50 days. Only after this time has elapsed, will an agent interact again with one random neighbor.
84
After that interaction, the agent will again choose to be inactive for a random period of days.
85
RESULTS
86
By analyzing data on opinion evolution using Twitter and MemeTracker hashtags, as well as user reviews 87 and votes for local businesses from Yelp, we identify unique temporal patterns in all these datasets. When and MemeTracker datasets, we interpret the number of replies as a proxy for opinion strength, e.g., more 94 replies indicate a stronger opinion. When previously unopinated people reply or re-tweet, they do so 95 because they have formed a clear opinion on a particular subject (say, reflected in a hashtag) and they feel 96 the need to express it publicly. As such, the assumption is that we can interpret the change in the number 97 of people that retweet or reply to a hashtag as representing the opinion change ω.
98
Opinion formation phases and social balancing 99 Using the Yelp context, we explain how the opinion formation phases (I-initiation, F-fusion, T -tolerance 100 and T -intolerance) are detected. 
Algorithm 3: Detecting C: spike in opinion change just after spike in SA By automatically performing this methodology on all 2331 businesses, we find that the average 1. Fusion (2 nd phase) is the spike centered around the previously detected point C(t C , ω(t C )) with t C 134 being the time projection and ω(t C ) the corresponding opinion change of point C. For convenience,
135
we will refer to the local spike in opinion change ω(t C ) as f s (fusion spike). 2. Initiation (1 st phase): starting from time k = 0 (on OX-axis), find 0 ≤ k < t C so that ω(k) < 0.5 · f s
137
AND ω(k + 1) > 0.5 · f s. In other words, time k represents the first point at which the opinion 138 change ω exceeds 50% of the fusion spike f s. We have used this threshold value because it 139 represents the half amplitude of the fusion phase, which it precedes. 3. Intolerance (4 th phase): starting from time k = t max (the highest registered time on the OY-axis),
In other words, time k represents 142 the first point, from end to beginning of time, at which ω exceeds 10% of the fusion spike. We
143
consider that a social network reaches intolerance if tolerance θ < 0.1, so we use the 10% threshold 144 for opinion change. Any higher than 10%, and opinion change is still in the tolerance phase, any 145 lower, and opinion change is likely to converge towards 0. 4. Tolerance (3 rd phase): starting from time k = t C + 1 (start of social balance), find t C < k < t max 147 so that ω(k) > 0.1 · f s AND ω(k + 1) < 0.1 · f s (end of social balance). In other words, time k
148
represents the point at which ω decreases below the 10% threshold which we consider a transition 149 into the intolerance phase. Manuscript to be reviewed
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Additionally, the analysis of Twitter and MemeTracker results in Figure 2 shows that all tags exhibit 163 a clear F phase (first spike). In Figure 2b , tag 2 converges towards intolerance (T phase) 
194
By corroborating the four obtained intervals, and also by analyzing the shapes rendered in Figure   195 3, on both the OX axis (time axis) and OY axis (opinion change), we can conclude that the four phases 196 recurrent in all datasets and, indeed, representative for opinion formation.
197
Phase transition
198
With data from Yelp we show the effects of a phase transition from social instability to social balancing 199 which can occur when a critical concentration of opinion sources is reached in a social network. Figure   200 1 highlights the fact that opinion (i.e. the stars given by users to a particular business) stabilizes only strong random and small-world component (Duma and Topirceanu, 2014) .
210
In contrast, the Yelp dataset can be associated with a saturated type of behavior, as the ratio σ (relative 
227
In terms of opinion dynamics, we rely on a predictive opinion interaction model that can be classified 
243
Given a social network G = {V, E} composed of agents V = {1, 2, ..., N} and edges E, we define the
(opinion sources), and null agents V null ∈ V (non-participants with no opinion) never change their opinion, 
252
We represent with s i (t) the discrete opinion of an agent i at moment t having continuous opinion x i (t).
253
In case of the discrete opinion representation SD (1) (Figure 4a ), x i (t) = s i (t); in case of the continuous 254 opinion representation SC (2) (Figure 4a ), s i (t) is given by equation 1.
Furthermore, s(t) denotes the average state of the population at a certain time t by averaging the 256 opinion of all individual agents i ∈ V .
The previous social interaction models (Deffuant et Manuscript to be reviewed opposed to the trust factor, tolerance changes its value over time:
where the new opinion x i (t) is a weighted sum of the agent's prior opinion x i (t − 1) and the current 286 opinion x j (t) of one randomly selected direct neighbor. The weights for the two opinions are given by 287 the current tolerance θ i (t) of the agent, thus, the extent of how much it can be influenced depends on its 288 internal state.
289
As can be inferred from equation 3, the greater the tolerance of an agent, the easier it can accept 290 external opinions from others. At the beginning of the opinion formation process (t = 0), all agents are 291 considered as having a high tolerance (θ i (0) = 1), but, as the society evolves, agents become intolerant, 292 therefore segregated in clusters which tend to have a more stable opinion. We further define the tolerance 293 θ of the entire population as a normalized average of all individual tolerances:
We also introduce the concept of opinion change ω as the ratio of agents which have changed their 295 current state (discrete time step t) since the last observation (time t − 1):
If an agent changes its state from one opinion to another, then the absolute difference|s i (t) − s i (t − 1)| 297 will be 1; conversely, it will be 0 if the agent state does not change. This change, averaged over all agents 298 at the interaction (discrete) moment t, defines the opinion change of the population ω(t). This metric is 299 used to draw insights regarding the current tolerance level across the entire society. 
In equation 6, tolerance decreases by a factor of α 0 ε 0 if the state of the agent before interaction,
is the same as the state of the interacting neighbor (randomly chosen from all direct neighbors) s j (t to provide a good balance between the deviations towards tolerance and intolerance, respectively.
327
As an illustration of the 1:5 ratio for ε 0 : ε 1 , Figure 5 represents the non-linear tolerance function under the influence of 64 stubborn agents -32 of each opinion evenly distributed among the population.
355
This way, we observe the same opinion formation phases as identified by our empirical observations: (Figure 6a ), fusion F (Figure 6b ), tolerance T (Figure 6c ), and intolerance T (Figure 6d ).
357
The situation in Figure 6c may lead to one of two scenarios: a perpetual (proportional) balance of the 358 two opinions, introduced by us as social balancing (the society remains in the T phase, and T is never 359 reached), or a constant decrease in opinion dynamics which ultimately leads to a stop in opinion change
360
(the society reaches the T phase), as depicted in Figure 6d .
361 Figure 7 provides illustrative, single experiment results, which intend to capture the specific behavior 362 of opinion evolution. Again, the same patterns were observed throughout all our multiple simulations. distinct opinions (a situation that is also depicted in Figure 6b ) and s(t) evens out. In the tolerance phase
369
T , the agents tend to stabilize their opinion, i.e. θ (t) stabilizes and s(t) converges towards the ratio of 370 stubborn agents (which was chosen as 1:1).
371
Another observation is that opinion fluctuation is determined by the stubborn agents density (see
372
Figures 7b, c and d). Because of the regular topology, the fewer stubborn agents (regardless of their 373 opinions) there exist in the society, the more the opinion fluctuates. This is explained by the fact that 374 having few stubborn agents means few points of opinion control and stabilization in the local mesh 375 structure; conversely, many stubborn agents make possible the control of more regular agents. Because 376 of this, s(t) may drastically get biased in someone's favor until the entire society stabilizes (Figure 7b ).
377
Also, due to the small influencing power of a few agents, the opinion will not necessarily stabilize with 378 the same distribution ratio. As expected, the opinion distribution of a society with a high opinion source 379 concentration will tend towards the ratio of the two stubborn agent populations (Figure 7c ).
380
If the ratio of the two stubborn agent populations is not 1:1, then the opinion fluctuation will be around 381 that ratio only during the initiation phase I. Afterwards, the overall opinion will get more biased towards 382 the opinion of the larger stubborn agent population. In Figure 7d the ratio is 1:4 between green and red 383 stubborn agents, therefore the fluctuation starts around 20% green opinions, but eventually stabilizes at 384 8%.
385
The scenarios presented above hold true for lattices. Consequently, these conclusions are more of 386 theoretical interest, as real social networks are typically not organized as such regular topologies. Next,
387
we consider more realistic network topologies.
388
Random networks
389
In order to generate random topologies, we have implemented both Erdos-Renyi networks (Erdös and Manuscript to be reviewed
Computer Science formation phases. Due to the the disassortative connectivity, opinion dynamics leads to an evolution 394 towards social balance.
395
The explanation for this balancing is due to the the fact that nodes may be connected to any random 396 hubs, so neighboring nodes will not adhere to the same community influenced by the exact same hubs.
397
This diversity in connections keeps tolerance high, so that opinion is kept in balance. under the same conditions) due to the long range links.
416
Scale-free networks 417 We apply the same methodology by constructing a 100,000 node Barabasi-Albert scale-free network 
Validation hypotheses
435
In order to strengthen the idea of social balancing, which is observed in our experimental data, we propose
436
to validate the tolerance model against a null/random model. This is addressed by the implementation of 437 random interacting agents in our simulation tool, followed by a replication of the experiments, and a final Manuscript to be reviewed
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Figure 10 depicts a small-world with 32 green and 32 red stubborn agents. 
473
• The society reaches intolerance as overall tolerance converges towards 0 (i.e. θ (t) 0 for t → ∞).
474
When this happens, no further modifications to the state of the society can be achieved. We obtain 475 this behavior on mesh and scale-free topologies. Meshes imply only local connectivity to neighbors 476 that converge towards a similar state, thus tolerance is bound to decrease to 0 (see Figure 7a ).
477
Scale-free networks imply connections to hub nodes, which means that all neighbors are influenced 478 by the same local hubs, which in turn decreases tolerance to 0 (see Figure 9c) . Such a situation,
479
in the case of regular small networks, was already mathematically described by (Acemoglu et al., 480 2013). The authors measure the probability of being influenced by a SA using random walks. In our 481 case, Equation 3 can be simplified, for the majority of nodes with θ i (t) 0, to: x i (t) = x i (t − 1), so 482 the state of the society becomes stable.
483
• The society remains in social balance, as the overall tolerance converges towards a non-zero 484 constant in time (i.e. θ (t) > 0 for t → ∞), which causes the state and opinion change to also 485 stabilize (for t → ∞). We obtain this phenomenon on random and small-world topologies. Small-
486
worlds have the unique feature of being both regular and random in a proportion p, given by the 487 rewiring parameter of the Watts-Strogatz algorithm. Thus, nodes interact with equal probability
488
(for p = 0.5, as used in our experiments) with neighbors with similar opinion, and with distant 489 random nodes with different opinion. A proportional value p = 0.5 will keep tolerance at maximal 490 value as can be seen in Figure 9b . Due to the random distribution of initial opinion and links
491
(in random networks and small-worlds with p = 0.5), nodes will oscillate ergodically, and both
492
Equations 7, 8 will be activated with relatively equal probability. This keeps the tolerance variation
493
of each node around a certain convergence value: θ i (t) = θ i (t − 1) ± α 0/1 ε 0/1 , where both α 0 ε 0 = 0 494 and α 1 ε 1 = 0 imply small variation in θ i (t). In such a case, for a relatively stable tolerance, the 495 stationarity can also be described as in (Acemoglu et al., 2013 ) (where θ is assumed as fixed). Manuscript to be reviewed
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Phase transition in opinion dynamics
497
This section aims at analyzing the impact of topology, network size, interaction model, stubborn agent 498 placement, ratio and concentration on the opinion change (ω), and on convergence towards intolerance 499 (θ ).
500
Simulations show that, in a society with a fixed stubborn agent distribution, the topology τ determines 501 if:
502
• the society enters the intolerance phase I: θ → 0 (with θ < 0.1), which also results in ω → 0;
503
• the society balances and never enters the intolerance phase I: θ → θ limit , where θ limit > 0.1 and 504 maintains a high ω;
505
• the society continues to oscillate for 0.1 < θ < 1, but the tolerance level does not stabilize.
506
In case of the Yelp dataset, we notice that for a given topology τ, and a network of size N, when the 507 concentration of stubborn agents is bigger than a critical ratio σ , the society never becomes intolerant. In 508 such cases, the society becomes balanced, with slight oscillation in tolerance or opinion change. The goal 509 is therefore to find the tuples (τ, N, σ ) at which this phenomenon occurs.
510
To obtain our results we have used five topologies τ (mesh, random, small-world, scale-free and 511 WSDD), network sizes N of 400 up to 100,000 nodes, our new tolerance interaction model, a ratio of 512 1:1 between green (1) and red (0) stubborn agents, and an increasing concentration of stubborn agents 513 ranging from 1% to 36%.
514
Impact of topology
515
The tolerance and opinion change with respect to the number of stubborn agents, as depicted in Figures   516 12a and b, highlight a clear difference between the five topologies, namely mesh, random, small-world, 517 scale-free, and WSDD. There is a total of three clearly distinguishable behaviors: a responsive behavior
518
(present in small-worlds and random graphs), a linear behavior (for mesh networks), and a saturated 519 behavior (corresponding to scale-free and WSDD networks).
520
The tolerance increases linearly for the mesh, as the population of stubborn agents increases. Con-521 sequently, there is no critical σ for which a phase transition occurs due to the high regularity of the 522 network, but there is a visible saturation point (when the blue graph begins to drop in Figure 12a ). This 523 happens because the society is physically filled with more stubborn agents than regular ones and because 524 all stubborn agents have θ = 0, the overall tolerance begins to drop.
525
The responsive behavior exhibited by the random network and small-world networks suggests that 526 these two topologies behave similarly in the context of opinion source saturation. The two topologies 527 are almost identical under the conditions defined here, as they behave almost as the opposite of mesh 528 networks: once the critical point σ is reached, their tolerance rises to the maximum value. Then, as the 529 stubborn agents population increases, the tolerance and opinion change values decrease proportionally.
530
The random and small-world topologies are equivalent with the mesh topology as the society becomes Manuscript to be reviewed
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The behavior of meshes, presented in Figure 12c , shows a linearly proportional increase of the critical 548 stubborn agents concentration σ (around 20-25%) in accordance with the network size N. A similar 549 evolution is visible in Figure 12f , on networks with preferential attachment, where the required σ is also 550 proportionally bigger on larger networks. In Figures 12d and 12e , the random and small-world networks 551 exhibit similar behavioral patterns: they achieve the critical point σ with maximal opinion change, and 552 then evolve towards intolerance at a pace that is corroborated with N (i.e. a slower drop in tolerance for 553 larger networks occurs).
554
The results presented in Figure 12 contains averages stemming from multiple experiments run in 555 SocialSim, then processed separately in Microsoft Excel. In Figure 12c -f, the points on the OX axis are of opinion formation such as opinion formation phases, as well as their evolution towards social balancing.
566
At the same time, we demonstrate that the dynamics of opinion formation is influenced by topology, Manuscript to be reviewed
Computer Science Manuscript to be reviewed Computer Science Figure 6 . Green (1) vs. red (0) opinion evolution with homogeneous stubborn agent distribution in a 100,000 node social network. The network is initialized with 32 red and 32 green stubborn agents (represented as the darker nodes) which start influencing the neighboring regular agents. Initially, the regular agents have no opinion and are colored with grey. We distinguish between the following phases of opinion formation: a. The initiation phase I where the society has no opinion, i.e. the stubborn agents exercise their influence to the surrounding neighborhood without being affected by any other opinion. The opinion change ω(t) rises during this phase, whereas tolerance θ (t) remains high. b. The fusion phase F where the society is now mostly polarized (green or red) and different opinion clusters expand and collapse throughout the society. The opinion change ω(t) reaches a maximum, and tolerance θ (t) begins to slowly decrease. c. Tolerance phase T , where the cluster interaction stabilizes and new, larger, more stable clusters emerge. Most of the individuals within the society have been in contact with both opinions; each agent's opinion s i (t) begins to converge, and the tolerance θ (t) is steadily declining or becomes stable. d. Intolerance phase T , where the overall tolerance of agents has decreased to a point where opinion fluctuation ceases and the red opinion becomes dominant (θ (t) < 0.1). The society may or may not reach this phase.
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Computer Science Simulation of a 100,000 mesh network with SocialSim (Topirceanu and Udrescu, 2014), displaying a representative example for the evolution of s(t), θ (t), and ω(t), as well as the opinion evolution s(t) with various stubborn agents distributions. a. Representative setup for for the mesh topology, where the lowest panel displays the opinion change (ω) evolution over three simulation phases: (I) initiation, (F) fusion, and (T ) tolerance. The opinion state (s) and its tolerance (θ ) are also displayed in the middle and upper panels. b. Opinion evolution s(t) with few and evenly distributed stubborn agents SA (1:1 ratio: 1 green, 1 red). c. Opinion evolution with many and evenly distributed stubborn agents (1:1 ratio: 32 green, 32 red), d. Opinion evolution with few and unevenly distributed stubborn agents (1:4 ratio: 1 green, 4 red).
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Computer Science Representative simulations depicting opinion evolution in networks with 32 uniformly distributed stubborn agents for both competing opinions. (a) An uncorrelated random scale-free network in which opinion constantly oscillates, society becomes balanced and stabilizes in the tolerance phase (T ) after going through the initiation (I) and fusion (F) phases. b. An Erdos-Renyi network in which opinion change is maintained high and opinion presents high oscillations, but the overall state s of the society becomes stable and predictable around 50% (i.e. as expected for a balanced ratio of SAs).
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Computer Science For small-world networks, social balancing is attained because tolerance remains extremely high (θ (t) > 90%), opinion change (ω) exhibits the three opinion evolution phases (initiation I, fusion F, and tolerance T ), and never reaches intolerance. The state of the society s(t) is stable. c. Social balancing is not achieved for scale-free networks: tolerance drops constantly and the society reaches the intolerance phase (T ). The state of the society s(t) is unstable during the first three phases of opinion change, then stabilizes as tolerance (θ ) and opinion change (ω) fall.
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Computer Science 12 . Tolerance (θ ) and opinion change (ω) evolution with the increasing concentration of evenly distributed stubborn agents (SA) and increasing network sizes. values over the five topologies for an increasing concentration of evenly distributed stubborn agents. a and b. θ and ω respective values, over the five topologies when the size of the network is fixed as N = 2500, and the concentration of stubborn agents ranges from 4% to 36%. c, d, e, and f. Tolerance θ stabilization values at which social balancing occurs over increasing network sizes (N=400 to 2500 nodes) on mesh, small-world, scale-free, and WSDD networks, respectively.
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